Paul Solomon Reading 0192
RP - 0134 - GR - 0001 - JDE, July 4, 1973 Prophecy Reading
Question 1: You will have before you the Fellowship of the Inner Light and our
relationship to the United States and the relationship of the United States to the
Universal Forces, giving those indications surrounding the President at this time through
the end of July.
Answer 1: My little children, how great are your blessings! For it is simple innocence
that would allow you to create that which has occurred this night. And there has come
before this channel a vision, a dream, as he would see it.
Yet was it real on these planes and is an attempt that you may understand that which
you have provoked or caused in your coming, in your seeking in this way. For as this
child left his body of clay and was caught up, he found coming toward him a choir or a
band, as it were, of angels with arms outstretched. And thinking that they came for him,
to carry him to higher planes, he was awed and amazed, and asked, “Why should so
many come for just a little child?”
Now children, understand that which occurred and that which we would attempt to say
on this plane, for it was only when these angels bowed down with their face to the
ground
that His glory was revealed from behind them. And only with the shielding
of a thousand angels may you approach His face, for His glory is too great to bear. Yet
would He come before thee and in this Presence, this night giving attention to those
children who would seek to serve and come before His face.
Then understand these things. That we would see you, as it were, from this vantage
point, as if you were a group of little children asking the parent for that ultimate
responsibility, seeing that work of the adult as child’s play or as children playing house.
So in just such a manner would you set aside childish things that are those elements of
life on your plane and ask that you be fed of that manna, that food, of the adult, for there
to be revealed to you that knowledge, that wisdom, to handle the role of the father while
yet a child.
Now children, understand Law in this way. For He has given, “Whatsoever you ask
believing that you have already received it, it shall be given to you.”
And humbly you have come this night asking great words of wisdom, teachings which
carry responsibility, and believing that you should receive. So did you seat yourself
before those, the Great Masters and those angels and archangels that control the
destiny of this nation. So did you call upon their records, their names, and so were they
bound by Law to assemble in this place and do stand before you.
Now that you understand children, knows that he who is given a word of wisdom, a
revelation, a teaching, a bit of knowledge and instruction, is given therewith
responsibility for using, for directing that energy, that power, the knowledge, the wisdom
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and such, in a productive way.
And would you have called before you this night those Masters with such power that
they set in motions those vibrations, those teachings that founded this great nation?
And would you have called before you angels and archangels and the vibration even of
their Master? Would you have these assembled and speak that which they know of the
destiny of this great nation for your entertainment and nothing more, that you would go
out from this place having heard such voice, such teaching and yet not expecting to use
these in service? So would you have called these great vibrations to a central place to a
central purpose, thereby creating a force not to be used, but to be dissipated, to be
drained away? And do you protest in the heart that that is not the intent, that is not what
you would do?
Then say now, within thyself, what would you expect to do on the morrow if all of these
questions be answered, if all knowledge be given? Then in what way would you apply
the self, the life, that these may be fulfilled?
But that you have called upon has assembled in this place and with those records you
have requested. These are brought. And behold, we will unfold for you their
understanding. But know in whose presence you sit and what that requires, for each
body here is an holy and sacred Temple .
Then breathe deeply of those vibrations in this presence. Raise that level of light in this
room and about this body, that such vibration may be sustained. And we will give not
only the record and its interpretation, but instruction in the use in your life or that manner
in which you may change the destiny of this nation.
Now from these records we would have you see thus. Looking upon that man who is
given responsibility for leadership in this nation …And children, when such a teaching is
given, expand beyond the single man or the single application. And know that these
Laws be true in whatever circumstance of life.… that you have called a man with a
personality, a destiny, an individuality before a Great Host, a group of those who have
incarnated together in a particular time for a particular purpose. And know that there is
no man called to incarnation in this time, in this place, who is not here for a purpose.
And his vibration, his personality, individuality, and that manner in which he would
handle those situations of life or individual karma, form that vibration, that group which
is the nation.
Now it would be an indictment upon each person who would point their finger toward
that leader in this time, that they in ignorance should speak this way or that of him given
such responsibility. For if you would understand Law, you will see that which has
occurred in the life of a single man. For here came a man before that great group or that
Host, Hosts of Hosts, of this nation, each thinking his individual thought. And each
thought then, being a thing, a force, or a vibration, all of these were centered upon that
seat in which he sits.
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Now careful to understand this children, for that man upon whom you would rail and
accuse and judge, is thine own creation.
And if you would understand the Law, could it be otherwise? And understand all nations
upon your earth and see the head of every nation, and does not his personality, his
action, reflect that thought of the entire group?
But see it work in this manner. That if you would take a group of people, bringing each
together into interaction for a period of time, one with the others, so you would create a
group aura or a group vibration, a group personality. And yes children, even a group
soul. Now at the central part of that soul, there will come a nucleus or a personality that
will individualize in the appearance of a single man.
So has there come that man about whom you ask this night. And is there a man among
you who has not judged? And in your judging him, his weaknesses, his strength, what
will you condemn but the personality of the nation that created this personality, this
man, that which is seen as the man, the President of the United States ?
Now understand further, if this one were to retain individuality, thus rejecting those
vibrations, those descriptions, those thoughts sent forth toward him and entering his
aura from so many millions of creative minds, even if it were possible that a man should
be so strong as to reject those vibrations and not be affected thereby or changed, yet
would those sending such thoughts toward him never see the individual, for there would
be built around this one or about his aura, a shell which would be as a reflection or the
collection of group thoughts surrounding him, and never would the public know that soul
or that innermost being.
So it is with this man. That which you see, that which you judge, is that which you have
created with your thoughts, those vibrations sent toward him. And why then would there
be such judgment? But is not this man a representative of a cancer, a guilt of a nation?
And so would not this nation as a body see at its head a growth, a malignance, that
which it would not like, and would attempt to destroy, would attempt to assassinate, with
their thoughts, their feeling, toward this malignant growth in their own body.
Now children, understand. The culmination of this assassination will come in a few
days.
Now there would lie the responsibility here. We could read from this record and say it
would occur thus and so. And could we say that for the betrayal of a close friend and for
those negative thoughts, those accusations, those judgments of a nation, so will this
man, this child, heap upon himself such sin of the world, such judgment of that nation
he has attempted to lead, that he would destroy the physical life and go beyond.
Or could we rather say from these records that all indications are so, that all vibrations
are here for such culmination, and the life could be lost from this plane on that date.
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But children, you have been gathered here for the reason that such need not be so.
“If my people which are called by my name will humble themselves before me and seek
my face, then will I judge this nation and protect her leader and her destiny.”
Now, if you would control that one set above this nation, that one who would reflect her
attitudes and her being, then would you love him. For could you love this nation, her
destiny, without loving that leader set before her. And there never has been nor will be
that leader set at the head or at the center of a people, who would not reflect that which
is the culmination of the karma of that people.
Then that which would occur in his life on that date will occur in the heart of the nation.
And if it will occur in one, then would it affect all. For you would not amputate a
malignancy from a body with affecting the health of the entire body.
But we see those occurrences culminating in this time at the ending of the third cycle of
seven days of this, the seventh month.
Now on that third of seven days, twice three and seven, come then betrayal of those
close about that Presidential office. And even the closest friend will turn the finger in
accusation. So will the attempt, the appeal, be made before the public, in open public
portrayal of the emotion for the crying out before the people. So will the man lay himself
at their feet. There will be the admission of wrong and the resignation from office.
Now that which will occur on that time is in thy hands, and whether this one will retain
the life beyond this date. For following the giving of such resignation, will come a period
in which this one, the personality or the physical, that one operating under the
influences of the stars or the natural influences, would attempt to end the life then, in
suicide. Yet this need not be so.
Then center thy prayers upon this one that it should not come. For there can be
redeeming factor following.
Now children, if you would understand that it is not the life of a single man weighed in
the balance, but the nation. Then know that following that day there will be protests in
those Halls of Judgment, in those halls wherein those laws of this land are formed, and
in those halls there will be demand that the other or the successor be replaced with one
of another party or another persuasion. So will riots begin in strife. So will anarchy be
set up in the centers of this nation.
But that man rising up will be strong. And there will be the positive forces, for it is not
only in this place that the warning is being given. But all who seek instruction
concerning these matters are being informed and taught even this night. So that in
Seven Centers throughout this nation are those gathered in this time experiencing or
hearing, realizing that which is being taught you.
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Now thou art one of the seven gathered in His name and commissioned here with that
responsibility to send all that power that you have toward this man chosen. And know
that he was and is karmically destined to correct that which he has done in the past in
the leading of a nation. And well that he might rise above this situation, finishing that
which he need do.
And if you would correct that which you need accomplish in your own life, then give
toward him that love that will make possible the overcoming of those dark days.
Now children, if you would love him, if you would love this nation, then in this moment
become him. And look about, look about on all that has been the attempt to build in this
lifetime, and see those close about, and that structure that you have been careful in
building. See it beginning to crumble about. And the closest, the best of friends deserting. Even that great evangelist, that one with whom you have prayed and
confessed, see him attempting discreetly to disassociate self so that you feel alone
even from that one who led you before the Master Christ and told you of His name.
See further the mistakes that you have made, those things done wrong, the sins. And
realizing that all is deserved, so is there the greater condemnation within you. So that all
become too much to bear. Then see the self turning the eyes upward toward the
Master, expecting condemnation or judgment from God. And see the smiling face of the
Master as He would say, “Where are thine accusers?”
“Children, let him who be without sin or mistake cast the first stone. But love him whom I
have set at the head of your nation. And love him so that he will overcome in great
strength and represent that beauty at the heart of this nation. And see him correct that
condition, seeing the forgiveness of the Christ. And if He would forgive, can you do
less?
And would such an one who would come before the Master and asking forgiveness, and
before the nation and asking forgiveness for that which he has done wrong, can there
be a greater one set before you.
Then if you have condemned or ridicules, ask not God for the forgiveness for same. But
ask him whom you have ridiculed. And replace that ridicule, that condemnation, that
judgment, with love. (And in doing so,) so have you overcome.
And with that judgment that you judge him, so shall this nation be judged. And it shall be
a sign unto you that if his life be taken, so is the beginning of the end for the nation.
But if his life be spared and he be brought again in dignity before the American people,
so shall this nations stand before God and shall be that vehicle or that place for the
setting up of that kingdom in this world.
As it has been written, “With what judgment ye judge, so shall ye be judged.
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Question 2: What is the karmic relationship between the United States and The Great
White Brotherhood as indicated in Blavatsky, Cayce, Manley P. Hall, and Dion Fortune?
Answer 2: Now that terms as used, “Great White Brotherhood,” we find as descriptive
rather than generic term. Or that is, that you would be aware that in the founding of a
people of a nation of any group for a purpose, there would be as there is the gathering
of those great ones on your plane of the living. So as well, there are those who have
been the interested, the guides, the teachers, the Masters given such purposes. So will
instructions come to those setting up such government or group when there is the
seeking, the dedication.
Now there were among those leaders in the founding times of this nation who were
members of a society on this plane, or on your earth plane, who had studied and
prepared the selves and were given to contact with the higher forces.
Now there was the understanding of the principals for setting the right vibrations or
attuning self with the highest.
Now see in that manner, that which you would attempt to accomplish in this plane in this
time, and in your ignorance often have you attempted to begin this or that work on a
certain day with a certain vibration and certain purpose. And as you are dedicated to His
cause, so there occurred a phenomenon in which that which you were unaware of was
set in motion from these planes. Or that is, in the founding of this Fellowship, was it
accidental as far as your ignorant minds are concerned that it was founded on a Day
One or with that initial vibration. Yet it was no accident for guided from these planes - or
that Fellowship that is greater than your Fellowship, so there was interest here that
protected you in your ignorance.
So even in the time of the founding of this nation, there were those who having studied
those laws governing astrology and numerology and insignia or the talisman or those
symbols and the alchemy, so were these brought together in the meetings for the
purpose of founding a nation under those vibrations that would be guided by the best,
the highest in these fields, or in these understandings.
Now understand then, that as there passed that down through the history of this earth,
this planet, from those times that there were the Great Ones who entered in shortly after
that influx of souls or that which is expressed in Scripture as the Sons of God. Came in
this place appearing as they were, clothed in gold and brass, and the faces the feet
shining with those vibrations of other spheres. So did they leave in the hands of these
not yet able or ready to understand or use properly their vibrations. So did they leave
instructions, symbols and so these were couched in legends or folk lore or mythology
that they be passed down from one to another. So that the few who incarnated aware of
the higher planes or inner planes or those who so developed as to be able to
understand and interpret, to bring forth these messages, so these extracted from the
mythologies of folklore that which was passed down, the teaching concerning the
setting aright of vibrations.
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Now so these were used in the founding of nations and in the guidance, the direction of
nations, and in the setting up of this or that organization or business or church.
Now as these were used aright by some, they were used incorrectly by others, building
karma or building those vibrations that should be corrected.
Then in the time of the founding of this nation, was there a great gathering in that land
you would now know as Europe or Northern or Central Europe .
So these cam together and putting together the knowledge, the understanding of that
which has been misused in the vibrations of nations, so there was an agreement then
that in the founding of this nation, there should be given from these Brotherhoods all
that could be given in understanding in setting aright the vibrations here. So that that
which ahs been in each nation, in the founding thereof, could be corrected in a nation
which would be a melting pot of the world. Or that is, there would be set upon this place,
this place of the Red Nation or the Red Atlanteans, so would there be an influx of all
those people mistreated or misguided by the Atlanteans and the other early civilizations.
So they would come upon this place and destroying or dominating that Red Race, so
there would be the correction of such karma. And so there would be the setting in
motion of a correction of the karmic destiny from the nations that would be called here
and would work together in peace and harmony.
Understand then that reason for the division between the north and the south or Cain
and Abel. And understand that until Cain begins to love Abel, or that despised one
begins to love him who has been loved and who has been the more fortunate, so there
would continue to be strife in this place.
Now it was then a Brotherhood of Brotherhoods, or that is the many societies or
occultists, those of high ideals who led their support or understanding and knowledge
and particularly those in the formation of that Great Seal and in the Constitution. Or
Benjamin Franklin or Thomas Jefferson, both high adepts, initiates in those
understandings of high occult wisdom. So they are responsible for setting in motion
those vibrations that destined this nation to be a vehicle for the Second Coming, or to
set aright the vibrations of the world so that the Second Coming might occur.
Now understand in these ways. That Great White Brotherhood is not a single unit or a
cult. Nor is it an organization as you understand organizations on your plane or within
that frame of reference gathering together a group here or there. But that Great White
Brotherhood might be better understood this way:
As you give of the heart in love, and as you seek to serve here or there, so you would
receive thought forms. And as you see yourself or another as a perfected vehicle or
vessel of Christ, so will that thought form or that person created in the thought of such
perfection, such idealism, rise above you and join in a group, as it were, or a collection
of such thoughts. Then would such thoughts form a force-field. So would those whose
intentions and purposes be directed towards this thought field, this force field, so would
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he be able to tap this energy and direct it toward its purposes or obtain the
understanding there from.
Now see the importance of this, for one need not be a high initiate, an occult adept, to
tap that force field of wisdom, of understanding, even of energy and force from that
Great White Brotherhood. Yet he only need attune himself from that purpose so that he
would become then a channel for the emptying out, of the understanding, the power, the
energy for the creation, for the channeling of such purpose.
So even in this nation, as there beset above you or at your head one whose principles
or character or personality, his background may not be in keeping with those ideals. Yet
in that moment that he would humble or prostrate himself and cry out for help from
these forces, and his intentions are for the lifting of this nation and for the guidance in
perfect direction, so he would ask forgiveness and open the self to leadership, to
direction and to energy, forces - creative forces. So will all that power and energy, so
will the combination, the combined efforts of all those on inner planes, those great
Masters, those occult adepts, all those of the White Brotherhood would stand with his
shoulders at the wheel and turn and change that wheel of destiny.
Now so all these vibrations were set correctly at the birth of this nation that it might
become that great vehicle. Yet in this day, you stand weighed in the balance, and as yet
are found wanting. But be those channels through which His energy might be poured,
for He stands at the head of this gathering, and those of the White Brotherhood are His
brothers.
So if you would be joint heirs with the Christ, then join in this Brotherhood for the
purposes not only of righting your heart with the King and worshipping often and feeling
His vibrations within, but feel as well your responsibility for the guidance of this nation.
For it is only in the service of this nation toward God will that vehicle be perfected, that
vessel through which He might come, that people to whom He might come and lead
them toward victory.
Then separate not politics from God, but inject His power, His principal, His
understanding into your prayers not only for this nation, but for those given responsibility
for representing her and her portion.
Then there is great karmic destiny as you have asked with the White Brotherhood. And
this nation would represent the supreme effort of these to create perfection on this
plane. And as this nation succeeds, so shall these adepts pass their tests, for it is of
their creation. And so shall they be judged by that manner in which they set these
vibrations in motion and continue her destiny.
Question 3: Give indications of the future of the United States in the following areas
during the next twenty years. First area: war and peace.
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Answer 3:
Now understand that given from these records would be seen as that
recorded before the giving of such instruction. Then represent possibilities or
probabilities, that which grows now and some set in motion for a particular purpose as
they should be.
Now we would find in those islands that are the present possession, that there could
exist conditions here that would be the beginnings of great world involvement in war. Or
that attempt of a nation to overthrow a leader, the one Marcos has called upon factions
or groups or nations opposed to the ideals of the United States for his support. For the
United States would likely, as seen from these planes at present, condemn his standing
or his mistreatment of those people of the islands. So he would stand without the
support of his nation and would call upon those other nations, those opposing nations,
particularly that Yellow Race, for his support in these islands. So will they pour in their
presence, their support, infuriating that nation of the United States and bringing in then
the Soviet Union into those conflicts. So will those halves of this world, this planet, stand
at odds one with the other. So will there be bloodshed throughout the nations. And so
will there be internal strife in this country. So that there will be the fighting, not of north
against the south here, but against city against city, and neighborhood against
neighborhood. As those factions are called up or those who should have been the
brothers here, those called of the nations among the nations set in one nation here, that
have not become one nation or one brotherhood, but each isolating himself according to
his division in this way or that. So will there be the warring one against the other. This
we see coming within two to four years. And the fourth year then, the breaking down of
those government forces within this country, leaving those shores open for invasion
which would come some six years hence.
Now the outcome of these can only be said in this way. That there are even now
possibilities of a great leader being set up here and being brought. And those vibrations
and the love, the prayers of this nation, could save herself from such giving of herself or
the letting of the blood of this nation into the oceans that surround.
Yet is there would not be the trusting, then there would be the conquering of this nation
by that great bear of the north and those vibration would be set aright again by one who
is an adept, an initiate of this time, setting up a new capital, a new seat of government
from which he will begin again to teach those teachings of the one God and gather
those to him. This one set then high in the mountains. So will there begin again a force
of love going out from this nation, protecting herself and her shores. So will she set her
heart aright then with that great bear of the north. These two then being the cradle of
Christianity or the cradle of the worship of the one God. So will there be the judgment of
that place or the setting up of that teaching center of John of Pineal. For as would be
judged from this point, could be given in this land or that of the Soviet Union .
Then one then who would prepare herself or be the fertile, for even at this time the
people of that land come together as one group and send their love toward this nation.
And see their image as it would change, and their thoughts. And how would you judge
that man at the head? So as you would judge him, see them then who stand behind.
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Now we find that much of that which would create the division among you would be
done in the name of religion or worship. And understand that that group so often hated
in this time or that Roman Church may become a vehicle of the anti-Christ. Yet those
who would stand in condemnation of that Roman Church, those who have called
themselves the fundamentalists, the evangelists, those who demand that all believe
their way or be cast into the lake of fire, these will make great advancement on your
shores. And in those time that the people have begun to pray and cry out for God, so
will they kneel in the way of fundamentalists as so-called, and so will these set up a
great hierarchy in this nation and demand that all worship in that same way. Those who
refuse will be stamped out or will be cut and persecuted. So even will those people
persecuted by the Roman Church turn, and those who have condemned religious
persecution shall stand as religious persecutors or these shall act in the name of Christ,
punishing others for their lack of belief.
Then beware of those who stand and demand in loud voices that there be giving self to
their way of belief or the commitment in such forms, simplified forms, emotion forms of
Christianity. For through such vehicle of emotionalism shall many be sent to the service
of an anti-Christ.
So will His teachings be corrupted to mislead a nation and set brother against brother or
so shall be the cause of strife in this nation.
Now children, understand that new birth and that force of love. Love one another and so
fulfill the law of Christ. Set upon this nation that vibration of love and begin that all may
love one another. And those men who take that responsibility for acting, for creating the
laws, the government, would need those positive thoughts that would be sent. And be
not guilty of judging, of condemning these. But love. So shall they become the servants
of God. And send that energy of God that they may use for it is that energy that is sent
to their hands that they will use as tools to govern this nation. And could they use any
other vibrations?
Then know that it is the man living within the masses in any nation, even those captive
nations. So it is he living in the masses that is responsible for that which occurs. Or his
thoughts combined with the vibrations, the thoughts of those about, so those become
energy and direction. And those thoughts received by him who sits at the head, even if
he be not aware of the production of such thoughts or the reception of such thoughts, so
they come and instruct. And if it be the prayers of a nation that reach the inner ears of
her president, her leader, then it would be prayers that this one would follow and fulfill in
his guiding of such a destiny.
Then fear not the man who would step into that office, whoever he might be. But pray
and love him. So will he take that energy, that love that you have sent, and use it as a
tool to bless thee.
Now we see not much longer will there be that form of rule that now exists either in this
nation or in Great Britain for in those islands will the monarchy be destroyed and no
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longer will such favor be sent to rest upon a man, a symbol. And this shall be the
downfall. That which would cause the problems within the nation, so that there is not
hate sent toward the monarch, but love. And so would the destiny of a nation be formed
by the prayers sent upon a monarch. Yet the rulership coming through those academies
set up for ruling there so that such be the high form of government and should be
continued. Yet we see this being discontinued by those men who do not understand
occult or universal law.
So it should be in this nation that there should be set up that man who would be the
recipient of love. And those actions or those responsibilities of government would be
carried out by the academies for such purpose. The man then being the figure-head.
And we see this coming, for as result as that which occurs now, so that the office of the
president be stripped of its powers and left only a figure-head or in the sense of a figurehead monarch would be set upon this nation. And yet as there is the building of the
vibrations or the sending out of the love vibrations and the prayer, will it again become a
high office of leadership and so will one be sent and set up here that might be
respected.
Now all of these would be given children that they be created in your minds and that
energy that might be spent that would cause it to be so. For there are great perils that
fall upon you and upon your shores. And so shall they fall away. And so shall this earth
be changed by so many of those changes that come. For Mars is fast approaching, and
those changes in the magnetism of the atmosphere about this earth which would cause
then the surface of this planet to split on its axis, changing the relationship of the poles
and changing so much that is the surface of the earth.
Then in these times when so many things fall together for the completion of the last
times would you need much of love and of prayer to build His presence here. And each
time you come thus, giving self to central purpose, to study in His name and know of
Him who have sent you in this plane, so do you create more of His presence and more
of His vibration that would allow Him to appear even physically in your midst.
So give of yourself often and particularly in the worship for as there is the coming
together in the morning, as all participate in worship in that seventh day or in that first,
so would all attune themselves to forces of worship and create those vibrations that set
and make possible His returning among you.
Then give of the self to worship. And not only these times hear from these planes or
from the reading of these records, for in those times of worship, so shall many channel
rather than one. Then give of the self in the worship of these ways.
Now set aright in every way that it would be possible to do so. The talking of His name,
not in ways of accusation or judgment, but that which He represent. And talk of self as
being a portion of His kingdom. And begin to recognize the self as manifestations of that
Christ. And so would you come together, so would you come together in little groups
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here and there, forming a hand, a head, a foot or that body that would become the
Christ on this planet.
Now children, you are blessed this night by presences, by powers so great, so
awesome, we are not allowed, nor could you stand, if we spoke their name.
Now worship not presences, but Presence - for all we here are one. And my little ones,
there exists no greater love than that love which we love you. And seek often that we
would touch you in this way and feel your thoughts, feel your love, so do we grow. And
we absorb those feelings, those thoughts, even in this moment, in your adoration of our
King. And so there begins the swelling, singing of choir of angels in this moment as we
make our ascent back before the throne as we await you to join us there. Blessed art
thou among men. We go to the Father.
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